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This easy-to-follow reference shows a variety of professionals how to use the Concurrent Versions System (CVS), the open source tool that lets you manage versions of anything stored in files. Ideal for software developers tracking different versions of the same code, this new edition has been expanded to explain common usages of CVS for system administrators, project managers, software architects, user-interface (UI) specialists, graphic designers and others.
 Current for version 1.12, Essential CVS, 2nd Edition offers an overview of CVS, explains the core concepts, and describes the commands that most people use on a day-to-day basis. For those who need to get up to speed rapidly, the book's Quickstart Guide shows you how to build and use a basic CVS repository with the default settings and a minimum of extras. You'll also find:

	A full command reference that details all aspects of customizing CVS for automation, logging, branching, merging documents, and creating alerts
	Examples and descriptions of the most commonly used options for each command
	Why and when to tag or branch your project, tagging before releases, and using branching to create a bugfix version of a project
	Details on the systems used in CVS to permit multiple developers to work on the same project without loss of data


 An entire section devoted to document version management and project management includes ways to import and export projects, work with remote repositories, and shows how to fix things that can go wrong when using CVS. You'll find more screenshots in this edition as well as examples of using graphical CVS clients to run CVS commands. Essential CVS also includes a FAQ that answers common queries in the CVS mailing list to get you up and running with this system quickly and painlessly.
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Computer Games as Educational and Management Tools: Uses and ApproachesIGI Global, 2011

	Though once considered purely for their entertainment value, computer and online games have applications as learning tools in learning in a variety of different environments.


	Computer Games as Educational and Management Tools: Uses and Approaches considers the many uses of games and simulations, focusing specifically on...
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Administering Cisco QOS for IP NetworksSyngress Publishing, 2001
Administering Cisco QoS in IP Networks discusses IP Quality of Service (QoS) and how it applies to Enterprise and Service Provider environments. It reviews routing protocols and quality of service mechanisms available today on Cisco network devices (routers, switches, etc.).This guide provides examples and...
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The Definitive Guide to ARM® Cortex®-M3 and Cortex®-M4 Processors, Third EditionNewnes, 2013

	This new edition has been fully revised and updated to include extensive information on the ARM Cortex-M4 processor, providing a complete up-to-date guide to both Cortex-M3 and Cortex-M4 processors, and which enables migration from various processor architectures to the exciting world of the Cortex-M3 and M4.


	This book presents the...
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SDL Trados Studio – A Practical GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	SDL Trados Studio can make a powerful difference to your translating efficiency. This guide makes it easier to fully exploit this leading translation memory program with a clear task-oriented step-by-step approach to learning.


	Overview

	
		Unleash the power of Trados’s many features to boost your...
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Cracked Media: The Sound of MalfunctionMIT Press, 2009
In a small warehouse gallery space in the center of Sydney a noise turntablist, Lucas Abela, stands over a stack of vinyl that is bolted to the rotary device of an industrial sewing machine. Instead of spinning the records at 33 or 45 revolutions per minute this “turntable” spins the records at up to 2,850 revolutions per minute. The...
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Legislature by Lot: Transformative Designs for Deliberative Governance (Real Utopias Project)Verso, 2019

	Democracy means rule by the people, but in practice even the most robust democracies delegate most rule making to a political class
	
		The gap between the public and its representatives might seem unbridgeable in the modern world, but Legislature by Lot examines an inspiring solution: a legislature chosen through...
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